Please rate these suggestions to improve
match-day experience and MFC
attendance
The following suggestions were put forward at our open meeting on Tuesday 28th August 2018:Omega stand –
- Roof / cover over the back of the Omega Stand
- Improve service in the Omega bar and provide sufficient food and drink
- Provide tables, seating, shelving for food and drink in the Omega bar area
- Render the wall behind Omega Stand and expand the Legends Wall
- Create a visible singing section by painting a large red heart behind the goal in Omega stand
JBs Bar - More happy hours or discounts for Shrimps Trust members in JBs Bar
- Show live football (BT Sport) in JBs Bar
- Provide more entertainment before and after games (e.g. Mark McKenna) in JBs Bar
- Add more MFC and other clubs' memorabilia to improve atmosphere in JBs Bar
Outside the Globe Arena - Food / butty vans outside Globe Arena
- Stall selling fan merchandise at front of Globe Arena to reduce pressure on club shop
- Inflatable goal / penalty kick activities for kids at front of stadium
- Improve the outside of the ground with red and white flags, digital boards and signs
- Merry-go-round, bouncy castle outside ground
- Selfie station with players and mascot outside the ground for kids and fans to take selfies
Half-time - Penalty shoot-outs, beat the keeper, crossbar challenge at half-time
- More kids 5-a-side teams to play at half-time
Scoreboard /Screen - Show highlights of last game(s) on scoreboard
- Show in-play highlights on scoreboard
- More goal celebrations, fanfares on scoreboard screen
- Show animated players turning to face camera on scoreboard when introduced
- Advertise next game(s) on scoreboard after the game
Atmosphere inside the ground - Encourage more drummers / musicians (e.g. More Music community group)
- Christie the Cat should attend every game, with a drum / trumpet to encourage fans
- Encourage more home flags, including in the Bay/Heart Radio stand when no away fans
- Fix or improve the public address speakers, some of which are muffled or not working
- Provide kids with a FIFA tournament on consoles before and after games

Others - Provide more organised coaches to away games
- Advertise home fixtures more widely around the town
- Organise more road signs to the Globe Arena, e.g. from Bay Gateway and from Oxcliffe Road
- Rename the Club Shop as Shrimps Store
- Increase attendance by incentivising kids to bring parents
Please enter your email address below and select from the drop-down list your top 5 most important
improvements from these 32 suggested improvements.
We shall collate all the replies and present the highest scoring ones to the club as our highest
priority improvements.
If you have an alternative suggestion that's not been covered here, please add it in the Alternative
Suggestions box at the end. We shall pass all suggestions on to the new owners of the club.

